Capture the Spectrum of Elegance

Craftsmanship and artistry are combined for distinctive elegance with Milgard Crystal Groove, adding an extra spectrum of light and design that will bring any room to life.

Crystal Groove can have a ground (matte) finish that allows the light to accentuate the design or a polished finish that reflects the light. It can be applied to most glass and is perfect for doors and windows.

Standard Designs

- **Nine Lite**
- **Double Nine Lite**
- **Colonial Grid**
- **3 Spoke**

Diamond Designs

- **Square Diamond Grid**
- **Diamond Grid**

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- Available in 3/16” glass
- Glass can be annealed or tempered
- Maximum Glass Size: 59” x 117”
- Minimum Glass Size: 6” x 6”
- Maximum pattern size based on design and size of glass.
- Ground or Polished

Standard setback is 1/4”. Customer is responsible for confirming desired setback for their order. Ask about availability in your area.

Lead time for all orders is determined by the complexity of the pattern.

**CORNER DETAIL - GROOVE STYLE**

Tolerance is 1-1/16”